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Send someone lemonade... through the internet

ORIGINALLY PULIHD Y:

You ma soon e ale to send our pals a glass of virtual lemonade thanks to a cer cocktail sstem which
mimics the miracles of Jesus.
cientists have found a wa to send the taste and color of the soft drink through the internet.
A sensor collects the acidit and color of a drink – in this case a glass of freshl poured lemonade.
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The information is sent across the internet to a smart tumler in a different location.
The tumler has LD lights to mimic the color and is packed with electrodes which are released to give the
water a sour taste, just like lemonade.
Researcher Nimesha Ranasinghe wants to add smells to the mix, too.
He’s alread created the world’s first digital lollipop, which uses electric pulses to stimulate different
tasteuds.
Virtual interactions could ecome commonplace thanks to incredile scientific advances.
Researchers have alread created virtual kissing tools, which mimic a person’s lip movements so the can
smooch from afar.
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